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One of the worst crises ever 

• A bad shock in an already struggling region

• Some welcome surprises on the upside

• A strong policy response despite limited fiscal space

• Damaging economic and social impacts



One of the worst hit regions in the world



But remittances have held unexpectedly well 



Despite limited fiscal space a strong policy response



The social damage from the crisis has been immense



And may have a lasting impact on firms in the region



The outlook for the region

• Social transfers as a saving grace

• Assessing the extent of the damage

• Economic activity in the third quarter



Much of the fiscal stimulus went into social transfers



Social transfers have a larger multiplier effect in the region



Several countries are yet to emerge from lockdowns



Big data can be used to assess the economic situation



The cost of containing the pandemic

• Tradeoffs from the pandemic in rich and poor countries

• Health costs and economic costs so far



Lockdowns are more effective in richer countries 



They also have a higher economic cost in richer countries 



A diverse mix of health costs and economic costs



Health care costs in normal times

• The resources devoted to health care

• The organization of the pharmaceutical sector

• Public procurement of medicines.



Health care is a major driver of government spending



Households incur large out-of-pocket health expenditures



Spending on pharmaceuticals is generally regressive 



Pharmaceutical imports are significant, exports less so



A different mix of pharmaceutical products by country 



And different price gradients by type of products



A significant difference in procurement prices within products



The way forward

• Living with the virus while waiting for the vaccine

• Expanding effective health care 

• Keeping medicines affordable

• Reassessing informality

• Recreating policy space



Procurement costs of heath-related products can be reduced



The cost of informality has turned out to be high



Restoring fiscal balances will soon become a priority


